The SSC will open virtually on January 24, 2022 to match the modality that the university has chosen for courses. Virtual services will continue until the University deems it safe to return to in-person classes. Training for all Peer Leaders scheduled for various times January 12-16, will be held virtually. Below breaks down each program and how it will transition to virtual services:

**Success Workshop Series, Winter Edition:**
All in-person workshops scheduled for the first week of school (January 18-21) will be held virtually in Blackboard Collaborate. Lecture and small group practice problem format will still be utilized. Cost continues to be free.

**PLTL:**
Students will be able to start registering for PLTL on January 18th and these groups of eight students will join their Peer Leader though Blackboard Collaborate for sessions starting the week of January 24th. These groups will meet weekly. Faculty will continue to provide the packets of problems and meet with the Peer Leaders to go over them each week.

**SI:**
Using Blackboard Collaborate, Peer Leaders will facilitate the weekly sessions for their students starting the week of January 24th. SI Peer Leaders will still attend class virtually and use course content from the course e-learning portals and online lectures to help students understand concepts they need to be successful.

**Peer Tutoring:**
Drop-in tutoring will be offered virtually in Blackboard Collaborate shells for the same courses that would be offered in-person. Likewise, 1-on-1 virtual appointments will be offered for specific courses (typically 3000 and 4000 level courses). These services will begin Monday, Jan 24. To see if drop-in tutoring or appointments are available for your class, please see [https://studentsuccess.utdallas.edu/supported-courses-3/](https://studentsuccess.utdallas.edu/supported-courses-3/).

**Writing Center and CommLab:**
The Writing Center and CommLab will host virtual synchronous and asynchronous appointments starting January 24th. Students will be able to make appointments online at utdallas.accudemia.net, and will upload their papers or other documents through the appointment system. Asynchronous appointments will receive feedback at the end of their scheduled appointment time, while synchronous appointments will meet for their scheduled session via Blackboard Collaborate or Teams.

**Academic Success Coaching:**
Sessions and workshops will move online, via Blackboard Collaborate. All appointments will be made through the Accudemia portal. Peer Leaders already have access and protocols via Fall 2021 virtual appointments.